White Star Quarry Tunnel Dive Plan
________ I am certified as an advanced Open water diver and have received training to dive deeper than
60ft and can prove it.
________ I am Equipped to dive in an overhead environment and will dive the tunnel with: (check all that
apply)
____ Full Primary Cylinder(s)
____ Primary Light
____ Back up light
____ Reel
____ Redundant Air Source
____ Double Tanks with Manifold
____ Pony Bottle/____ Stage Bottle(s)'
____ My buddy __________________________________________________
________ I understand the rule of thirds in regards to gas management
________ I understand solo diving is not permitted in the tunnel.
________ I agree to practice an out of air safety drill with my buddy prior to entering the tunnel.
________ I understand the importance of a safety stop prior to ascending to the surface.
________ I understand that the deepest part of the tunnel is considered the "entrance" and that I should
start my dive in the tunnel from that point whenever possible.
________ I understand the etiquette of overhead environment diving. Divers exiting the tunnel have right of
way over divers entering the tunnel. Divers coming up from the deeper part of the tunnel to the
shallower part of the tunnel are considered exiting.
________ I Understand that this permit is only valid for today's date and that if I am found to be diving the
tunnel without a valid permit I am trespassing and subject to prosecution.
________ I understand that if visibility is limited and if I cannot see daylight at the end of the tunnel I should
consider diving in the tunnel at another time.
________ I understand that the tunnel is off limits at sunset regardless of the date on the permit. Night
diving is not permitted in the tunnel.
________ I agree to report any person or persons diving the tunnel without a permit and to not discount the
privilege that the permit to dive the tunnel entails. I understand that failure to dive the tunnel
responsibly may result in the tunnel being closed by the county in the future.
________ I will do my best to discourage unqualified and untrained people from venturing into the tunnel
connecting the Crusher pit with the block house near the north east corner of the quarry. I will
reiterate that this tunnel is off limits and that to violate this tunnel is considered trespassing by the
local rangers unless written authorization to dive there is obtained.
I agree to follow the points of this permit. I understand that this permit is good only for the date that it is
issued and that it must be returned when I complete my dive. I understand that diving in overhead
environments is hazardous and accept full responsibility for my actions.
Diver Signature: _____________________________________ Date: __________________

Printed Name: _________________________________________________________
DAN Tag # _______________________________ Returned to : ________________

